
A TONIC TO THE NATION



WWII
During the Blitz Britain suffered at 
the hands of the Luftwaffe especially 
London’s docklands and riverside 
warehouses and homes.



Londoners spent a great deal of time 
in Anderson Shelters in their garden, 
bomb shelters or underground 
stations escaping danger.



People lost loved ones and everything 
they owned but somehow had to 
carry on even with all the problems 
they faced. Seven years of war had 
taken its toll.



An idea to celebrate the centenary of 
the 1851 Great Exhibition was first 
conceived in 1943 which, after the war, 
became an idea for a ‘Best of Britain’ 
exhibition that would celebrate the 
Arts, Home, Science and Industry.

This was finally launched as:
Festival Of Britain 1951



Festival Star
Identity by  
Abram Games



First thing needed was a designers 
guideline toolkit that had typefaces, 
colours, photographs, etc.





Some fonts were specially 
commissioned including  
‘Festival Titling’ by Philip Boydell.

Plus, seemingly ‘exotic’ fonts like 
Egyptian were specified!



Stunning colours (for their day) were 
used to great effect across media.



Maps with colour coding and 
amazing clarity were produced.



Amazing aerial illustrations to show 
the excitement that was to come.



Futuristic, spaceage architectural 
structures rose from the ground.



Modern Routemasters, architecture, 
art and ‘modernity’ to enjoy!



Textiles and wallpaper design based 
on X-ray crystallography (molecular 
patterns revealed).



Designers of the time producing 
Festival Of Britain products.



The ‘Dome of Discovery’ and the 
‘Skylon’, an aluminium clad pylon 
(later scrapped by Winston Churchill!).



Taking place over four Summer 
months, the festival attracted 
8 million people (The O2 only  
attracted 5 million during all its  
time as an exhibition!).

It looked very Disney-esque.
Disneyland opened in 1953!



Great furniture (infuenced by 
Scandinavian design), futuristic 
structures, food, 3D glasses, wind 
turbines. So many influences that  
we see today!



THE LANSBURY ESTATE



A new ‘Neighbourhood’ in Poplar 
replacing bombed out homes and 
factories was imagined and built.







THE LASTING LEGACY

Grade I listed building.



Todays designers influenced by 
looking back at a great event...



...and my old house still standing!



http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/films/1945to1951/filmpage_fil.htm


